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ABSTRACT

Communicating the subtleties of a craft technique, like
putting a zipper into a garment or throwing a clay pot, can
be challenging even when working side by side. Yet HowTo content—including text, images, animations, and
videos—is available online for a wide variety of crafts. We
interviewed people engaged in various crafts to investigate
how online resources contributed to their craft practice. We
found that participants sought creative inspiration as well as
technical clarification online. In this domain, keyword
search can be difficult, so supplemental strategies are used.
Participants sought information iteratively, because they
often needed to enact their knowledge in order to evaluate
it. Our description of people learning how allows us to
elaborate existing understandings of information-seeking
behavior by considering how search originates and is
evaluated in knowledge domains involving physical objects
and physical processes.
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How-To, DIY, information seeking, expertise locating,
search, social search, image search, video search, search
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H5.m. Information interfaces and presentation (e.g., HCI):
Miscellaneous.
INTRODUCTION

The knowledge required to practice crafts like sewing,
silversmithing, or woodworking can be difficult to
articulate to novices. Experts’ skills are deeply embedded
in their physical movements and in their history of
interaction with materials, making this knowledge difficult
to express [27, 28]. Craft knowledge has become
synonymous with any kind of knowledge rooted in deep
practice, such as the wisdom of a highly experienced
teacher. In this paper, we focus on craft knowledge in its
narrower sense, as experience with the manipulation of
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physical objects, such as that employed in soldering circuit
boards, joining two pieces of wood, or knitting a sweater.
Traditional Craft Education

The most traditional way of learning a craft is through
apprenticeship, watching a master craftsperson and
receiving feedback as the skills are practiced over and over
[16]. Certainly, the presence of an expert offers skilled
demonstration and tailored feedback. Yet, there is no
substitute for hands-on experience with the materials [23].
Crafts require bodily and embodied knowledge; skilled
demonstrations showcase good technique. Indeed, crafts are
often taught face to face or, in the case of crafts like
knitting, side by side. There is, however, a large gap
between watching and doing. It is extremely challenging for
novices to successfully knit a row having only observed a
skilled knitter for a short period of time. However, with the
attention of a practiced teacher, objects can be mutually
referenced and tailored feedback can be offered. When
being introduced to a craft, there is often new vocabulary
that is easier to learn when both the teacher and student can
point to features of an artifact or pick up the right tool.
Knowledge acquired through this kind of interaction is
social in nature. Dormer argues that teaching craft means
giving people the ability to value nuance; in woodworking,
for example, this means valuing the subtle details of a
surface finish [11]. A key objective of instruction in this
approach is the socialization of a craft culture’s standards
for beauty and quality, aspects of what Greenhalgh calls a
craft’s genre [17].
Finally, understanding a craft takes time. Physical materials
have particular boundaries and characteristics. In an
ethnography about learning how to blow glass, O’Connor
talks about developing a sense of “rightness” about the state
of the material [24]. McCullough emphasizes physical
engagement as well, “Acute knowledge of a medium’s
structure comes not by theory but through involvement,”
[21], p. 196. With continued experience, people can acquire
a sense for how a particular material, under specialized
conditions, will behave.

Online Representations of Craft Knowledge

The internet has become a vibrant place to find pictures of
craft projects, watch videos illustrating techniques, and
communicate with craft enthusiasts of all kinds. (For a
timeline detailing the growth of online craft communities,
see [20].) Someone interested in learning to knit, for
example, will find numerous diagrams and illustrations
online. Flash animations of various knitting stitches
illustrate the movements without the need for hands to
manipulate the needles (www.saveknitting.com). Mrs
Moskowitz’s video, hosted on YouTube (Figure 1),
demonstrates a knitting stitch called purling slowly and
carefully while verbally describing the motions.

Figure 2. Knitting Inspiration (blog.craftzine.com)

Figure 1. Video Demonstration of Purling
(www.youtube.com/watch?v=dKgmkneSqCI)

People using the internet to learn to knit are able to do more
online than simply watch others knit. Knitters can subscribe
to a Flickr group called the “Odd Balls,” one of many feeds
where people can see pictures of projects done by members
of the group (flickr.com/groups/90592512@N00/pool/).
Members of the Ravelry online community can share
knitting patterns and information about yarn, ask questions
in forums, and post pictures of their own work
(www.ravelry.com). There are many opportunities online
for aspiring knitters to get feedback on their technique and
on their completed projects. Knitters can also make their
crafts available for sale online at Etsy and receive feedback
from paying customers (www.etsy.com).
Numerous interconnected blogs offer information and
knitting patterns as well. The Craft Magazine blog offers
information on a wide range of craft activities
(blog.craftzine.com). It regularly links to personal blogs
that focus on the individual’s area of craft expertise. In
Figure 2, the Craft blog editor links to hizKNITS, where
one knitter has posted a detailed How-To for knitting a
messenger bag (hizknits.com). Blogs like these link
reciprocally to one another, creating a large network of
connections for information seekers to follow.

Knitting is just one example of the many craft domains that
are currently being represented online. Knowledge
representations of craft skills are becoming increasingly
rich, as video becomes easier to capture and share and
computer-aided modeling becomes more available.
Websites like Instructables offer templates for the creation
of How-To instructions (www.instructables.com), but
content creators still have a lot of choices to make. An
experienced craftsperson has many avenues for articulating
his or her knowledge, including text, images, video,
illustration, schematics, and animation. Correspondingly,
the aspiring craftsperson has a lot of online content to
navigate. People learning a new craft must reconcile
competing pieces of information and decide whose
information they will use.
Research Questions

We are interested in the consumption of these varied forms
of online craft knowledge. Given that many crafts involve
physical and procedural skills, seeking and consuming
online resources presents certain challenges. Torrey, et al.
interviewed authors of online How-To pages to discover
how people approached the challenge of documenting their
electronics projects [31]. These interview participants
worked diligently to capture their efforts effectively, yet
they still fielded many questions from readers. Creators of
online content in craft domains are attempting to capture
their knowledge about their activity in their documentation.
It is not always clear, however, that readers can
successfully turn these online instructions back into action.
The representations themselves could be inadequate, due to
a lack of embodied shared reference points (see [7] for
more on lack of shared references in mediated contexts).
Our research explicitly addresses the issue of how readers
of How-To pages and viewers of instructional YouTube
videos integrate these knowledge forms into their learning
process. More concretely, in this research, we focus on
three related questions:

1. How do people navigate and locate information about a
craft online?
2. How do people make sense of the online content they
find and integrate it with their skilled practice?
And, finally, as we investigate how people approach the
challenge of finding and using online information, we want
to be attentive to the social aspects of learning in this
domain. One concern of traditional craft educators about
online education is that people learning from videos or
online How-Tos miss socialization that is vital to becoming
a craftsperson [22, 32]. This issue is addressed explicitly by
our final research question:
3. How do people engage in the social seeking and learning
that is traditionally part of acquiring craft knowledge?
BACKGROUND LITERATURE

There is much ongoing research in the area of internet
information seeking and retrieval. Research interests range
from the development of improved information retrieval
algorithms, to cognitive models of search behaviors (e.g.
[26]), collaborative information retrieval (e.g. [25]), and to
analyses of what has been called “social search” sites and
their role in help seeking [1].
Much of this work focuses on information seeking “events”
or structured projects and tacitly regards information
seeking as goal-driven, rational behavior. Many models
assume people have well formulated goals and are driven to
search in order to resolve some kind of information
“uncertainty” [13, 33]. Indeed, many empirical studies of
information seeking evaluate outcomes as either relevant or
irrelevant [14]. Such models account for much of internet
search—especially what have been called “informational”
and “navigational” searches [5]. However, of primary
interest to our research is information seeking as a process
where results do not easily fit into the categories of
“relevant” or “irrelevant,” where the development of
information ontologies are part of an ongoing evolving
process [2-4] and where information seeking, searching,
finding and encountering are part of the ongoing practices
of everyday life [29, 30]. In short, we are less focused on
the search for facts and more focused on observing the
practices of query evolution as people interact with
information and with other people. There is much evidence
that not only do people seek out others for answers to
queries [1], but also that people develop internet literacy as
a result of who and what they encounter in their everyday
lives [18].
Further, we are interested in the nature of information
seeking in the domains of art and craft. Studies of the
information-seeking needs of artists have not addressed
their engagement with online resources in specific detail [8,
9, 19]. Nevertheless, these studies offer insights into the
kinds of information-seeking activities of artists and their
motivations. Cowan emphasizes the search activities of
artists as being driven by passion and curiosity rather than a

gap in knowledge [9]. In a review of previous literature,
Hemmig points out that artists get a lot of information from
browsing, particularly for visual images [19]. In general,
these papers draw our attention to browsing activities that
offer potentially serendipitous encounters with information
that is both technically useful and inspirational.
PARTICIPANTS

We recruited interview participants through email lists such
as dorkbot, craigslist, and the local etsy street team
(dorkbot.org/dorkbotsf;
sfbay.craigslist.org;
sfetsy.blogspot.com). Interview participants were also
recruited by posting fliers at an industrial arts school and at
events in the San Francisco Bay Area; these included the
Maker Faire in San Mateo and a Maker Meet-Up in San
Francisco. Interview recruits were people who were
interested in talking about how they took on a new project
or tackled a new skill.
We interviewed seven men and eight women, ranging in
age from early 20s to early 60s. We invited participants
involved in any craft that involves a physical artifact. We
interviewed several people working with electronics, cell
phones, or other computer-related hardware. While this
might not be considered a traditional studio craft, we take
Bucciarelli’s stance with regard to engineering practices,
that developing as an engineer may have many of the same
challenges [6].
Those who responded were invested in a wide variety of
craft practices (see Table 1). In many cases, the participant
was an expert in one craft domain but was exploring new
domains or new techniques. Participants felt there was
always more to learn. There were differences in the amount
of time dedicated by each participant to their craft. Nine of
our interviewees are employed full time; one is a full-time
student and one is retired. Of the remaining five, two hope
to make a sustainable living from their craft. Nine of our
participants have considerable overlap between their
education, training and craft domain.
All of our participants use internet search; although we did
not specify this as a requirement for participation. Only one
of our interviewees was trained in computer science. Three
interviewees work in the computer/internet industry.
METHOD

Once recruited, we met participants where they work on
their crafts, typically their home or studio, or in a café of
their choosing. Eight of the fifteen interviews were done in
participants’ workspaces. In the case of the café interviews,
we invited interviewees to bring examples and/or photos of
the things they make.
Interviews were semi-structured and lasted between one
and three hours, depending on the availability and interest
of the interviewee. When the interview was conducted in
the participant’s physical workspace, we also asked for a
tour of their space. Wherever possible we asked

Gender

Approx
Age

Example Project

Ally

F

mid
20s

designing and
sewing a stuffed
monster

Bob

M

early
60s

building a
computer-driven
musical instrument

Cindy

F

early
50s

making a mobile
from 100s of
origami cranes

Elsa

F

early
30s

sewing
programmed LEDs
into a jacket

Evan

M

mid
20s

making clocks
from antique
electronics

George

M

mid
50s

building secret
compartments

Jack

M

mid
30s

refurbishing
vintage stereo
speakers

Karen

F

mid
20s

making earrings
from beads

Mandy

F

early
30s

plaster casting
female torsos

Martha

F

mid
20s

sewing a pair of
shorts for herself

Matt

M

late
20s

creating handcranked kinetic
sculpture

Robin

F

early
30s

making puppets

Smith

M

early
50s

building a
treehouse

Tom

M

mid
30s

blowing art glass

Wendy

F

early
40s

making silver
rings

Pseudonym

worked in. Table 1 gives one example of a project we
discussed with each participant.
We collected audio, video, and photographic recordings of
our interviews, the workspace (if possible), and the
participants’ work. After transcribing the verbal content of
our interviews, we conducted an open coding phase. Next,
we revised and consolidated codes, where five high-level
categories emerged. Our interviews approached information
seeking broadly; consequently, our data offers extensive
examples of interpersonal as well as online information
seeking. In this paper, we focus primarily on participants’
use of online resources and leave detailed discussions of
interpersonal information seeking for future work.
FINDINGS

In this section, we describe our participants’ use of online
resources in more detail. But before we address each of our
three research questions in turn, we offer a few examples
illustrating the variety of our participants’ information
needs. Participants used online resources for creative
inspiration as well as technical information. Seeing
examples of other people’s work can be inspiring, so one
participant, Cindy, received a daily email alert for new
search results with keywords related to her craft. In addition
to seeking inspiration, participants also searched for
technical information in preparation for a project. For
example, Wendy searched for information about a
metalworking technique called broom casting before she
had any idea of what she might make. Our participants’
information seeking was not always strategic however;
participants sought information when they needed specific,
immediate help, sometimes in the event of a mishap or
unexpected outcome. For example, Matt was using a new
tool with his milling machine and could not tell if it was
working properly. He searched YouTube for a video of the
tool in use and learned how to set it up and what to expect.
Supplementing Keyword Search

We were interested in how participants navigated the
wealth of online information to locate information when
they had a need. All of our participants were regular users
of search engines, though they had a number of difficulties
meeting their goals through keyword search. While clearly
often frustrated, our participants were surprisingly patient
with the process of iterative search and information
overload.

Table 1. Participant Information: Participants’ interests in
tools, materials, and techniques are quite varied.

Well I understand the concept of keywords. I also am very
tenacious. I don’t give up. So I’m the kind of person who will
go in 25 pages to find something. – Cindy

interviewees to show us the online resources they used
regularly—including content sites, communication sites
(e.g. newsgroups and forums) and commerce sites where
they purchased supplies. In each interview, we talked about
multiple projects within the craft domain(s) the interviewee

While our participants continued to be optimistic about
keyword search, each of them acknowledged its limitations
for their chosen domain. Keyword search is limited for our
participants for a rather obvious reason. When they are not
familiar with a technique, a tool, or a material, they do not
know what keyword to use when searching for more
information about it. In one instance, Matt, a kinetic

sculpture artist, did not know how to refer to a particular
genre of kinetic sculpture. He was completely stymied in
searching for more examples, until he happened to overhear
someone referring to them as rolling ball sculptures.
I didn’t know that rolling ball sculptures were as big a thing
until a couple years ago and I’d seen them around like what are
they called? How do you talk about this? And then someone
says, ‘Oh, there’s this great rolling ball sculpture at the St.
Louis Science Museum.’ Oh, it’s ‘rolling ball.’ How obvious is
that? But who would know? – Matt

When people do not know what an object is called, they use
alternative techniques to triangulate and discover the right
keyword. One participant looking for a skirt pattern did not
know the name of the skirt she wanted. She conducted
image searches using terms like “cheerleader skirt” and
“poodle skirt” until she found a reference to a “circle skirt”
which looked like the kind of garment she wanted. In this
case, a picture might just be worth, not 1000 words, but one
timesaving keyword.

browsing strategy identified online sites of interest that they
routinely browsed for bits of information. Participants also
received gifts of information. They told their social network
what kind of projects they were working on, and then let
their friends forward information as they came across it.
Browsing & Archiving Information

In order to deal with their limited exposure to the
vocabulary, a lot of our participants browsed forums, blogs,
and mailing lists. It reduced their effort because they did
not have to specify a query. When browsing, new
information prompts ideas, inspires new projects, and can
possibly solve existing challenges.
I look at it, I might say ‘spot welding.’ Maybe I’ll look at that.
That’s kind of a new idea coming in. It’s from outside instead
of from inside. I can’t always think of everything. Right, so it
comes in from the outside, and I look at it, and I say, “Oh that’s
an interesting tidbit that kind of relates to something else I
might be working on, maybe I can use that.” – Evan

Part of the problem is knowing what to search for and if I do an
image search, I know that I am hitting the right term. Ok, now I
know what people are talking about, because if you don’t have
the exact words to describe the skirt you’re looking for and
you’re reading through all these instructions, you may get to
the end and go, oh that’s not what I’m making. – Mandy

Two-thirds of our participants identified forums, blogs, or
mailing lists that they consistently read. Some lurk on these
boards for years, listening in on the conversations. Others
post regularly. Many participants archive their browsing
activities, storing interesting threads or links until that
information is activated by a project or a problem.

Keyword search is also limited in that it is difficult for our
participants to effectively constrain their results to meet
their goals. When sewing historical costumes, Elsa found it
impossible to find patterns online that were compatible with
her standard for quality.

I do belong to a couple forums, costumer’s forums, and I get
digests emailed to me, and I do read those almost all the time.
Some of them are just really tedious but every–just about every
week I’ll go, “Oh, I should save this cause this might come up
some day”. – Elsa

There’s like two categories and one just wants the finished
product to look good, doesn’t matter what materials or process
or anything and so a lot of their patterns will be really sketchy
and their information will be really sketchy. And then there are
people who are so committed to the history of what kinds of
fabrics were available, what kinds of sewing techniques. And
that’s not always what I need either. You know, I kind of need
something in between and so that’s just too much for me to
filter through for that. – Elsa

It is very difficult for people to describe tools, materials,
and techniques when they are unfamiliar with an activity
because they do not have the vocabulary. But even after
becoming more familiar, our participants had difficulty
constraining their search results to a particular aesthetic
style, standard for quality, or the scale of their project. One
participant, Tom, wanted to know how to attach two
materials together using supplies he had on hand. He
wanted to constrain his search for the situation in which
“all you have is a hot glue gun and a jar of epoxy,” but as
he knew, this is not easy to do with keyword search.
Because our participants struggled at times with keyword
search, they supplemented with other strategies for
gathering information. Two popular strategies were an
ongoing practice of seeking and browsing potentially
related sites, and socially positioning themselves to receive
what we call “information gifts”. Participants using a

Receiving Gifts of Information

Our participants recognized that even with searching and
browsing strategies, they were not finding everything that
might be useful. Many of our participants had a social
network that they kept informed about their projects. These
contacts often provided pointers to online resources.
Several participants work in a communal space, letting
them absorb information incidentally from others.
And then I started volunteer teaching … and teaching with
different instructors, they all have this little piece of
information everywhere around that you just, you know, you
just grab at it. … the Women’s Jewelry Association
(womensjewelry.org) or, you know, Ganoksin (ganoksin.com),
or Rio Grande (riogrande.com) has resources. – Wendy

Participants that worked in more private settings kept their
contacts informed about their projects in the hope that their
contacts would pass along related information when they
encountered it. As friends responded and passed along links
and info, this opened up opportunities for conversation and
potential collaborations. Mandy, who casts molds in plaster,
was told by her friend of a new type of casting material.
He knows what I’m doing at all times, you know, so he’s
probably seen the plaster cast I assume. And he keeps up with
sort of more trends than I do. … He’s coming on–what’s the
newest thing I can do? And so, yeah, he wanted to use the
Smooth-On stuff to see how it worked. – Mandy

Using One’s Body to Make Sense of Information

Our second research question asked how information was
interpreted after it was found—how a digital piece of
documentation was transformed into action. We found that
information about technique, for example, had to be
enacted; the motion attempted, a material’s resistance felt.
Participants have to make the knowledge tangible and see
what happens physically to the materials.
Because paper’s volatile and the different weights of paper.
And I had to learn through trial and error how long to let
something dry before my next step and every paper is different
so it was like constantly relearning. So now I know which
papers do which things and it took a long, long time. – Cindy

Another aspect of the challenge of making sense of online
information is that the materials and tools participants read
about are not always identical to the materials and tools
they are using. So even when following step-by-step
instructions, often the information does not quite make
sense to a reader until they have physically manipulated the
tools. The instructions, as representations of actions done
by someone else, need to be interpreted to the reader’s
specific context. Karen tried to learn how to tune her
mountain bike but became frustrated trying to figure out
“what on my bike might be different from theirs.”
They can’t necessarily judge who their audience is. It’s hard to
predict every viewer’s needs and wants. – Karen

Acknowledging that there is a need to make sense with
one’s hands when working with physical crafts, our
participants take different approaches to managing the time
spent doing research and managing the time interacting
with their materials. We observed two different approaches
to this challenge among our participants. Participants who
are willing to set a project aside use what we refer to as a
backburner approach. Participants who jump in to try to
make sense of things in action use what we refer to as a just
keep moving approach.
The Backburner Approach

Some of our participants engaged in a consciously iterative
process of researching, letting ideas sit in the back of their
mind, making a bit of progress, and then setting that project
aside for awhile. Tom, working on a project that combined
several of his areas of interest, described how pieces of
information from different sources came together bit by bit
to provide an idea and a path for success.
I don’t decide on a project right away. They sort of sit and
stew. It was sort of a perfect storm. All these things came
together. – Tom

Participants that put projects on the backburner let
themselves take on multiple projects at once, in various
stages of development. They have the choice to pick up
whichever project seemed promising at the time.
A lot of these projects sit on the back burner and then maybe
I’ll see something or I’ll find something at the flea market that
kinda gets me going again. – Evan

Participants taking a backburner approach had the space
that allowed them to physically set projects aside.
Participants with this approach were also likely to consider
themselves “packrats”; they kept extra materials on hand,
just in case.
The backburner approach only made sense for participants
with long-term deadlines. It is an approach that typically
appealed to people who were interested in taking on
challenging projects, who had the space to let the project sit
to the side and simmer, and who were anticipating that
more information would come along.
The Just Keep Moving Approach

In contrast to the backburner approach, other participants
just wanted to get their immediate project done. These
participants were often working toward a specific, shortterm goal. This group of participants had a more limited
amount of working space at their disposal, and generally,
they restricted their stock of tools and materials.
Limitations around this combination of factors—time,
materials, and workspace—influenced the kind of projects
these participants took on.
I want to know there’s an end product. I don’t like leaving
things half done and not knowing how to finish something. –
Karen

Participants that want to just keep moving on their projects
engage in online research knowing that they are not going
to find exactly the right thing. Robin chose a generic puppet
pattern online and decided to modify it, rather than continue
to look for something that was closer to what she wanted.
I actually found a pattern online … I basically needed a shell
and that’s all I needed the pattern for and like after that
everything else was like all–I sort of winged it. – Robin

Some participants in this group feel like deliberation about
how to do something can actually dampen their enthusiasm
for a project. Elsa told us that she had taken up fabric dying
without doing any background research at all. When she
later took a class that trained her in the various nuances,
Elsa then saw dying as too complicated to be enjoyable.
If you don’t know how hard it is, you can just do it sometimes.
Like after I learned about dying I never wanted to do it again,
but before that I was like this is fun. – Elsa
Belonging to One of Many Craft Communities

Our final research question asked how participants engaged
in social learning around their craft practice. We observed
one group of participants that were extremely interested in
connecting with other craftspeople, in much the same way
as the traditional apprenticeship model of craft education.
The energy of this group of participants focuses on issues of
quality and beauty. But we found across our sample that
other participants did not wish to engage with a community
around those specific values. We observed another group of
participants that did not emphasize the professional quality
of their work but wanted to connect with others around the
simple act of making. And we observed a third group of

participants that emphasized uniqueness in their interactions
as a community. Instead of focusing on professional quality
or amateur activity, like the first two groups, this group was
oriented around bringing diverse kinds of knowledge and
artifacts to one another.
Connecting with the Gurus

Some people engage their craft with a serious, professional
intention toward gathering knowledge. These participants
wanted to know how to do their craft the right way.
When you touch a surface that you have hand planed … when
you drive that last spike in and you know it’s done, and it feels
good and you have taken no quarter for your quality, it’s good.
If the quality of that can be measured, and that’s probably the
most ephemeral thing, because it’s not personal taste, it’s the
solidity. – Smith

Participants identified particular websites or forums to
browse regularly and used these avenues to establish social
connections with experts in their domain. Participants in
this group were committed to connecting with the best in
their field. Jack, who was interested in refurbishing stereo
equipment, sought out another member on his online forum
who he felt was “shedding light” on what it meant to build
good audio equipment. Matt built kinetic sculpture and
could not immediately find other good craftspeople in his
area, so he started this group himself.
I subscribed to another person’s videos on YouTube who’s
another kinetic artist and then he subscribed to my videos and
then his friend subscribed to my videos and then I looked at
their videos and we all met each other at Maker Faire, and it
was great. – Matt
Supporting Craft as a Satisfying Hobby

Rather than producing true experts in a domain, there was
another kind of group we observed that simply wanted to be
supportive.
All the things you’re doing right they’ll let you know. Or if
there are minor things you can improve that won’t hurt your
feelings, they’ll tell you those kind of things. – Ally

Participants in this group believed that making things is
valuable and wanted to support other people in the act of
creating.
Well I told people [on her video blog] I made my own shorts.
Cause, you know, a lot of people they don’t want to cook, they
don’t want to sew because they think it’s hard and if you can be
there and tell them, “hey it’s not that hard.” – Martha

Participants in this group wanted to connect to other people
interested in making things, but they did not necessarily
want to become professionals. Their communities were
more general, involving many different kinds of craft
activities. Participants in this group enjoyed giving their
handiwork away to friends and family.
And just liking, I don’t know, making small stuff for like
friends. I made, I think, three pairs of this type of earring with
three beads for three of my friends in an afternoon and they’re
like oh it’s great, it’s unique, and it’s just fun. – Karen

Sharing the Unique & Hard to Find

Finally, there was a group of participants that valued new
approaches and unique artifacts. These participants tended
not to do a lot of browsing online for information. Instead,
they relied heavily on their social network for links to good
information. The diverse areas of expertise within the group
offer opportunities for an informal version of the reference
interview, during which the information seeker’s query is
shaped by the process of articulation [10]. For these
participants, online pursuits involved searching, filtering
out what they needed, and learning just enough about a
craft to make their project work. So unlike the first group,
they were not trying to be accepted in the professional
communities; they were not interested in doing it the
established “right” way.
For me, I’m like well why would I do that? I can do it perfectly
well this way. Why would I keep trying to learn it this harder
way? I don’t plan to be an industrial body cast maker for the
movie industry, right? – Mandy

Unlike the second group, this group valued being able to
offer something unique to the community, a new skill, a
creative artifact, or a different perspective. The other
members of the community were also working on projects;
so they tried to keep one another updated about their status.
The community may have some overlap of knowledge and
skill but was diverse in expertise and experience.
So I’d also take it to class with me and like work in my
painting stall so people would walk by and be like that is really
weird … they were also kind of like they respected me cause
they liked my work so and we liked each other’s work so we
would talk about it and stuff. – Robin
Summary of Findings

We looked at how our participants found information and
discovered that although all the participants use keyword
search, they all had trouble with it as well. To supplement
their information search, our participants connected to
specific sources of online information to browse regularly.
They also used their social network and engaged in
reciprocal gift giving of online information.
We explored how participants made sense of information in
a practical way. We observed a major translation process
between the online representation and the craft activity.
Participants approached this necessary step in one of two
ways. They took a backburner approach, setting the project
aside for a time, or they took a just keep moving approach,
working through problems with trial and error.
Finally, we investigated the issue of community. We were
interested in exploring how searching for information about
craft knowledge can engage information seekers in the
culture of craft. We found this to be a motivation for some,
and they seemed to be successful. But this was not where
all our participants aspired to be. Instead, they wished to
engage in other types of communities, and the knowledge
they retrieved online allowed them to do that.

DISCUSSION

What distinguishes search for craft knowledge from any
other kind of information? Craft knowledge is about how
physical objects are seen, handled, and used. After
searching for craft knowledge online, it must be translated
from online representation to bodily action. Online
representations of craft knowledge are frequently found in
images, video, and diagrams, which makes the domain of
craft differ from the textual domains that are frequently
studied in the information-seeking literature. This is part of
the reason why the craft domain is not well captured by
keyword queries. Regardless of the difficulties, our
participants are gleaning craft knowledge from online
resources. They are engaging with craft practices they have
never encountered before.
Their information-seeking behavior is driven by their
aspirations. The people we talked to were making
information seeking a part of their craft; they did it
consistently as part of their practice. Online, their
information seeking originated primarily with a search
engine and with a small set of favorite forums, blogs, or
mailing lists where our participants felt confident. But the
larger motivation for their search was in participating with a
community of people like themselves. We identified the
diverse kinds of groups people aspired to belong to and
found they were not always identified with being the best
craftsperson in a particular domain.
The search for information around craft knowledge might
be said to conclude when the project is complete. However,
in our interviews with craft practitioners, the resolution of
search is not clear-cut. A project may be a prototype, and
the pursuit of craft knowledge may not conclude with a
single project. It is difficult to define a problem’s resolution
in this area; there is only what is satisfactory for an
individual’s current purposes. So the problem of judging
whether a piece of information is relevant becomes quite
difficult. In the rest of our discussion, we explore
implications for search, evaluation, and community in
online domains of craft knowledge.
How can the search experience be improved?

Searching for knowledge about craft using keywords is
difficult because the names of tools, materials, and
techniques are flexible and are not known by novices.
Developing literacy in a domain takes time. Improving
keyword search for information about tools and supplies
would involve understanding the semantic relationships
between related words, when more than one term is
frequently used. This “vocabulary problem” has been
discussed previously [15]. However, the domain of crafts
poses particularly interesting challenges because in many
innovative domains, terms are being invented all the time.
Search interfaces could suggest terms that seem to be
interchangeable, such as silk-screening and screen-printing.
Semantically appropriate search term expansion, for
example searching for all tools related to an activity, would
mean that newcomers can browse when they do not know

the right word to use. It might allow searchers to specify
how much confidence they have in the term they are using,
expanding the search criteria when appropriate.
Improving keyword search for technique would involve
structuring sequential information into the underlying steps
of the procedure. Making the information more modular
would allow searchers to find a single sub-step within a
much longer set of instructions. Even if the entire project
being described is not specifically appropriate to the search,
there may be sub-steps that are worth bringing to the
forefront of search results. Finally, adding tags to pictures
and video that highlight the technique being used, as
opposed to only the objects in view, may make image
search more useful in the craft domain.
There is an opportunity here for a search engine specialized
for information about techniques and craft domains. Recent
“vertical search” engines like Octopart are addressing
searches for people interested in purchasing component
electronics and computer hardware (octopart.com). One can
imagine a specialized interface for exploring online
tutorials and other kinds of information about making
things. A search interface of this kind might offer a number
of filters or ways of viewing the search results.
Skill level. There are many techniques that can be engaged
in at multiple skill levels. People want to find things they
will be able to do. Currently, searchers must scan online
content to determine if the technique is within their skill
range. Certainly, content creators and, possibly,
commenters add informal skill level information, but this is
not usually a factor in search results. A filter could help
crafters evaluate the difficulty of a technique and its
appropriateness for them.
Tools and supplies. Many techniques can be attempted with
different sets of tools. Some people want information that
makes use of the tools and materials they have on hand.
Others may be looking for instructions that include only
cheap, easy-to-find materials. A filter could remove search
results that make primary use of tools that the information
seeker does not have.
Aesthetic values. Looking for patterns or project ideas
online can be frustrating if you have not found the right
keywords to define your aesthetic. Desirable do-it-yourself
furniture results for one person may be completely
undesirable for someone else. Social search strategies could
group related links together, as one approach to helping
people find more links with their preferred aesthetic.
Standards for quality. One approach to a technique might
take an hour, another might take a week, depending on the
quality of the work being done. Some people work on
short-term projects, and they want to find quick solutions.
Other people want to make something that lasts. A filter of
around quality standards is another place where social
bookmarking and other social approaches may be
successful.

How can success be evaluated?

We want to understand how to evaluate whether someone’s
search for knowledge in this domain has been successful.
We have described people’s work styles and people’s
aspirations, two things that make the concept of evaluation
very tricky. A clear judgment regarding information
relevance is elusive (see [12] for a discussion), and we are
not going to solve the question of evaluation in this paper.
We can point to some dimensions that any notion of success
will have to acknowledge.
Time frame. When we talk about success we have to talk
about how long we are willing to wait for a judgment that
something is successful. The results of a search are not
necessarily a terminal action. Results are often put into
context only after other search results have been consumed.
Search results may be sought to triangulate, which means
the results are not themselves the most valuable thing. The
important outcome is the sensemaking that comes from
multiple searches.
Physical action. When we talk about success we have to
determine whether we are talking about the information
making sense intellectually or whether we mean the artifact
is built. Developing physical skill has a lot to do with what
features of the environment deserve attention. So one’s
understanding cannot be tested until one is really in the
environment. Success cannot be evaluated until sometime
after the search results are put into action.
How can a culture of craft knowledge exist online?

Finally, we want to understand the social aspects of
learning a craft and finding a craft community. By
observing the work of others' and receiving feedback from
the group, one can implicitly learn what the group sees as
well made and beautiful. This is where much of the
education occurs in a studio craft class. We found online
communication around craft activities to be, without a
doubt, plentiful, but we were interested in the nature of
these interactions and how newcomers to a craft would
develop a sensibility about the practice.
Some of our participants were very successful at engaging
with an online craft community that was focused on
specific materials and specific methods. We talked to
participants that used mailing lists, forums, and blogs to
find expert mentors. We talked to other participants who
mentored others in online and offline spaces. In short, we
talked to people devoted to their material and their craft
much as anyone might be if they were formally trained.
What struck us about the online medium in particular was
the affordance of anonymity, when participants desired it.
One of our participants found a forum where people were
seeking knowledge in his domain in a very serious way. He
watched that board for years before starting a project. When
that first project was complete, he posted pictures to the
forum. By approaching the craft via this online forum, this
participant was able to gradually establish himself as a

member of this community while maintaining his distance
in the early, difficult stages of his learning.
But we observed alternatives to a simple re-creation of
studio craft culture in the online environment. We talked to
several people who were simply not interested in becoming
professional craftspeople. They engaged in craft activity
because it was satisfying, not because they wanted to be an
expert at any particular craft. One participant working on a
graduate degree in an unrelated field made things simply
because it was satisfying. We also spoke to people who
were interested in taking the knowledge within a craft
domain and appropriating it for another end. We talked to a
participant who had taught herself avian taxidermy, not
with any intention of becoming a taxidermist, but because
she wanted to do something new with a traditional process.
Her independence from any established group allowed her
to innovate and explore different applications of the
technique.
There are multiple communities with rich cultural values
from which to learn a craft online. Information about craft
knowledge online is destined for communities beyond
traditional, genre-focused craft cultures. Some groups of
crafters are establishing a new sensibility about craft
knowledge; they creatively combine bits and pieces from
many different craft disciplines. Designers of tools for
online community and knowledge sharing may not be able
to please these disparate communities simultaneously, but
they should be aware of the different motivations of groups
within their particular audience.
CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have investigated the use of online content
in the development of our participants’ craft practices. We
described how information is sought and found, how
information is understood by taking physical action, and
how different kinds of craft communities value different
aspects of their craft activity. We used our description of
information-seeking behavior to suggest ways that search
can be improved and evaluated in this domain, and we used
our description of craft communities to emphasize the
diverse audiences that exist for online representations of
craft knowledge.
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